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Abstract 
 
The semi-analytical expression of the entropy is obtained for the square-well fluid 
within the mean spherical approximation. 
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In the first paper (I) the expression for the entropy, S, of the equilibrium 
square-well (SW) fluid has been obtained in the random phase approximation. 
Here, the expression for the SW entropy is derived by the same way in framework 
of the mean spherical approximation (MSA) [1] in the semi-analytical (SA) 
representation [2] which for the SW model is  
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where )(rc is the direct correlation function, σ  - hard-core diameter, 
nbbb ,...,, 10  - coefficients determined numerically from the condition that the pair 
correlation function, )(rg , is equal to 0 at σ<r , 1B )( −= Tkβ , Bk - Boltzmann 
constant, T - absolute temperature, )(SW rφ  - SW pair potential at σ≥r : 
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Here, ε  and )1( −λσ  are the depth and width of the square well, respectively. 
The Fourier transform of )(MSA(SA)-SW rc is 
)()()( SWSAMSA(SA)-SW qqcqc βφ−= ,                 (3)          
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σqx = . 
As a result the structure factor in the approach under consideration is being 
written as follows: 
)()(1
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SWSA
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where ρ  is the mean atomic density. 
Then, following the method of paper I, we integrate the expression   
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where (hereafter, per atom) 
HSMSA(SA)-SWMSA(SA)-SW SSS −=Δ ,     (8) 
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HSS  is the entropy of the hard-sphere (HS) system.   
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The result is 
( −−+= ∫∞ )())(1(ln4 MSA(SA)-SWHS0 22BHSSA-MSA-SW qaqcqkSS ρρπ  ) qqaqc d1)())(1( MSA(SA)-SWSA +−− ρ  .               (13) 
It is the semi-analytical expression due to the coefficients mb  in )(SA qc  
are calculated numerically.  
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